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1. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

1. Initial problem/opportunity identificaiton.

2. Requestor definition of P/O

A) Client defined as management, group/division training department, advisory
councilor others.

B) Problem/opportunity investigated through client interview using "problem
definition''

C) Background of client vs what training project supervisor knows/doesn't know
about P/O.

_~;/~'~. 5)
~~~ 6)

;;
1" s -J-il
~
(;1r- ~O)

11)
12)

What are business needs
What is the role of the Training Department.
What are the performance standards.
What are the consequences of the P/0.
What feedback mechanisms are present.
What knowledge and skills are necessary to fulfill the performance
standards.
What obstacles are present
Where is there a breakdown in the performance system.
What is the desired response.
What is the undesired response.
What is the initial requestor's estimate of cost of Motorola (Penalty).
How will we know if problem has been solved.

3. Tools and Resources

A) Problem definition sheet (Exhibit A)
B) Organization Chart (Exhibit B)

4. MTEC Role
A) Respond to client request
B) Demonstration of credibility and competence

5. Cultural issues to address:

A) Identify client/sponsor priorities
B) Identify client biases
C) Identify potential organization barriers to change
D) Determine client's view of MTEC role
E) Determine data gathering locations
F) Determine political climate in data gathering locations
G) Determine cultural norms
H) Determine business impact on organization

6. Output of Project Definition

A) A pre-project plan

/
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B) Presentation to client
C) Documentation of working agreement.

II. PROBLEM VERIFICAnON

1. Review all available data. Object to determine what TPS knows/doesn't know
about the P/O and what information is needed to adequately define the P/O. It
is this step that determines if the TPS completes an organizaiton scan or goes to
the task analysis. .

2. Decide what steps need to be taken (functional managers & TPS)

3. Interview key personnel and complete project definition sheet for each
interview.

4. Debrief each interview (Exhibit C)

5. Summarize and evaluate if possible each interview

6. P/O verification should answer:

A) What (is there a P/o?)
B) Where (how general a P/O is it?)
C) When (when is it a P/O?)
D) Impact (is it important?)
E) Who (whose performance do we want to improve?)
F) What is it costing the organization?
G) What is the estimated cost for the "remedy?"

7. Produce output of problem/opportunity verification

A) Identify possible constraints (Exhibit D)

1. Length
2. Budget
3. Resources available (internal and external)
4. Target population
5. Stability of course
6. Form of training
7. Instructor resources
8. Urgency (time or need by organlzaiton)
9. Cost of training limits

B) Project definition

C) Conclusions of problem verification to expand data base

8. General procedure

A) Meet with requestor and other key client contacts. Probe to define.

1. Nature and extent of problem/opportunity
2. Client's biases about the P/O or the project



B) If feasible at this point, present tentative approaches to the
problem/opportunity to test for client reaction.

C) At end of interview, determine if there is enough data or agreement with
client to develop a tentative project plan.

D) Complete first two sections of the project definition sheet.

E) If necessary, interview other key client personnel who are close to the
problem/opportunity to further develop the information on the sheet.

F) Complete the third section of the worksheet (summary of the
problem/ opportuni ty ver ifica tion),

1. At this point, the TPS should be able to determine if the project should
be pursued.

2. Where to start the in-dept analysis.

9. Tools and resources

A) Client background/biasis
B) Organiza tion chart .
C) Problem/opportunity difinition
D) Summary of conclusions

10. Preparation of project plan--a step by step plan for each phase of the project
which describes:

A) What must be communicated to client
B) Describes the goals, process, deliver ables and schedule for the project

completion

C) Describes the approximate cost to the client, if any.
D) Provides ability to garner a working agreement with client for future action.

11. Purpose of project plan presentation

A) Explain the differences and rational for any changes in the original request.

B) If a formal presentation is required, it gives the opportunity to establish or
maintain communication with client personnel.

C) Gets the working agreement.

12. Output of project plan is the working agreement that describes scope, outputs,
methodology, costs for the project.

13. General procedure for presenting the project plan.

1. Determine the objectives of the presentation. Objectives may be one
or more of the following:



a) Sell or resell the project or approach.
b) Set expectations for logistics or methodology.
c) Reach agreement on statistical or political validity.
d) Reach agreement on possible conclusions, solutions or project

outcomes.
e) Obtain commitment to resources and/or access to data.

B) Determine the audience

a) Decision makerfsl=-client who must approve budget if required
b) Project supporters (interested and influential) or satisfied users who can

relate application to client's organization.
c) Influential managers, other representatives of key functions involved in

project.
d) Resource providers--technical experts.

C) Identify what inputs or decisions will be asked of the participants.

1. Availability or location of data or manpower resources
2. Feasibility of possible conclusions
3. Acceptability of project methodology or deliverables.
4. Commitment to project start-up.

D) Design and develop presentation materials (Exhibit E)

E) Summary in writing of project goals deliver ables and schedules as well as
projected costs to clients that have been agreed upon (Exhibit F)

14. Guidelines for preparing and giving a pre-project plan presentation.

A) Items to conver in presentation.

1. Restatement of project objectives.
2. Proposed start and end dates.
3. Major project goals.
4. Information on data gathering requirements.
5. Brief history of project.
6. Description of project process, data gathering methods, timeframes for

interviews or observations.
7. Costs

B) Use checklist for presentation preparation (Exhibit E)

TO BE USED IN EXTRADINARY SITUAnON WHEN PROBLEM HAS NOT BEEN IDENTIFIED

15. Organization scan-e-lf necessary a verification process may be required before a
task analysis is done.

16. Purpose of organization scan is to:

A) Further define the problem/opportunity.
B) Identify high impact areas for improvement or determine that the initial

problem is one of significant impact.



C) Identify the functions or jobs critical to the high impact areas identified.

17. Purpose of organiza tionscan is to identify:

A) Impact area
B) Specific functions or jobs impacting the problem/opportunity.
C) Acceptable solutions
D) Quality of the performance system
E) Conclusions determining continuation of project.
F) What functions or jobs will be investigated in the task analysis phase.

18. Output of Organization Scan

A) Impact areas
B) Specific functions or jobs impacting the problem/opportunity
C) Acceptable solutions
D) Quality of the performance system
E) Conclusions determining continuation of project
F) What functions or jobs will be investigated in the task analysis phase

19. General Procedure for Organization Scan

A) Gather data--interview client personnel to determine information about
organiza tion

l ) Mission/ outputs
2) Organization structure
3) Workflow
4) Inputs/resources
5) Problems and deficiencies
6) Perceived cost to organization

20. Analyze Data and Form Conclusions

A) Document data in organized formats
B) Analyze data
C) Analyze opportunities for improvement (cost, comparative performance,

budgets, etc.)
D) Form conclusions about impact areas to improve, roles and functions

involved, range of possible solutions acceptable to the organization, quality
of the performance system

E) Determine whether to continue as planned, rescope or propose alternative
project

F) If necessary, present findings to client.



III. TASK ANALYSIS

1.0 Data Collection (needs assesment plan)

1.1 In this step you develop your needs assessment strategies and describe your data
collection procedures. The outcome of this step is a report (needs assessment
plan) to the FM.

The following process should be used in this step:

A) Determine what data is needed
B) Determine from whom data will be collected
C) Identify sources of data collection
D) Plan data gathering activities

- time frame
- sample size
- sources
- survey methods
- etc.

E) Write needs assessment plan

1.2 Collect Subject Matter Materials

Information sources should be listed. These include all documentation for the job
functionfs) you are analyzing.

These materials can include:

A) Job aids
B) Methods (job and equipment)
C) Job descriptions (job family chart)
D) Handbooks
E) Existing training
F) Problem verfication report
G) Advisory Committee report

1.3 Develop Job Function List (Observe and interview step)

This step is intended to have the TPS become knowledgeable about the subject
area and job function. It also lays the groundwork for data collections and field
investigations. The Job Function List is developed by interviews with users of
target population outputs and/or observations and interviews with master
performers.

The output of this step should include a profile of the target population in the
areas of:

A) Function/task (step-by-step procedure)
B) Stardards/criteria
C) Outputs (destination, frequency, importance)
D) Resources
E) Inputs (source, frequency, importance)



1.4 Collect Data (Part I Collection Instrument)

Data shold be gathered from reliable collection instruments that are developed
by the TPS. These instruments are sent and filled out by memebers of the target
population and/or users of the outputs from this group.

The following process should be used in this step:

A) Product instrument (develop with SME and FM, if necessary)
B) Test for accuracy (revise if necessary) with SME
C) Send instrument into field
D) Collect data (TPS can use strong arm tactics)

1.5 Analyze Data

Data collect should be summarized to show:

A) Variables
B) Deficiences
C) Sources
D) Secondary population influence

1.6 Collect Data (Part II Field Investigation)

In this step the TPS verifies all information gathered to this point by observing
and interviewing memebers of the target population. The purpose of this step is
to zero in on the deficiencies indicated by the data collection instrument and to
isolate all skills and knowledge that are lacking in the target population. It is
important in this step to identify a master performer and to observe this person
to set the standard for the position.

1.6 Determine deficiencies in the job tasks and step-by-step procedures of the target
popula tion,

The output of this step is a report to FM and SME.

The report should include:

A) All task characteristics of the target population
B) All skills and knowledge for each step-by-step procedure (both A & Bare

developed from steps 1.3 and 1.6)
C) Flow chart of job function (How job is done)
D) List deficiencies in tasks and steps 1.4, 1.1 and 1.6 to data gathered in steps

1.3 and 1.6 plus any environmental causes of deficiencies.
E) List all skills and knowledge deficiencies of target population (written,

where, how, etc.)
F) A summary of all task and step deficiencies indicating who, output,

standard, cause and penalties.

1.8 Report Review

Report is submitted to SME and FM. (Master performer may also receive report
for review.)



The report will be reviewed for:

A) Accuracy
B) Comprehensiveness

If discrepancies cannot be resolved between TPS, SME and FM, it should be
brought to the attention of appropriate management.

If still unresolV~management review, data should
attention of the C. A must resolve all discrepancies.

~ (.,\\.1\ 1.
SOLUTIONS . ~ cy' .

be brought to the

2.0

2.1 Determine if administrative solutions are needed.
\

In this step the TPS reviews data with SME and FM for methods development.

If it is determined that administrative and methods development are necessary,
data is taken to AC for review.

If TPS recommends, it should be suggested to AC that methods and
administrative solutions be developed and implemented in tandem with course.

2.2 Determine if job aids are needed.

a. speed and/or accuracy must be assured.
b. when needed to supplement memory.
c. speed needed to find information.
d. when there are infrequent activities performed.

CoW\.~LE:.~~IL l,.Ot.)~ U.,."t of" Aeoo 0 I T1~S W I>
If TPS recommends job aids are to be developed, data should be submitted to
SME and FM for review. IF SME and FM agree, job aids should be designed.

2.3 Disgnostic Test Job Aid

If this step you should:

a. analyze and plan for test.
b. administer test
c. collect data
d. summarize results

If results indicate, implement job aid into course development or administrate
separa tel y.

2.4 Determine training needs for target population

Training should be opted when:

a. S/Ks must be aquired before starting new job.



e.

. ~ r;tai.&
complex activities need i~tion"'- t'\,9Jl L'\
training is needed for job aids ~ \~O\1..~\lb\ \\\'0" .

optimum performance is needed within a short period of time
it is beneficial to develop our own personnel than to hire from the outside
(fast track) .
S/Ks need to be reinforced.

b.
c.
d.

f.

List training needed to justify if necessary.

3.1 Identify Secondary Population

This population will be one that has an effect on the target population.

This population may be:

a. co-workers
b. upper management
c. subordina tes
d. etc.

Data gathered in steps 1.5 and 1.6.

3.2 List deficiencies of Secondary Population

These deficiencies will come from steps 1.5 and 1.6 and/or may be developed by
going through the task analysis process beginning with step 1.3.

All standards and outputs for steps 2.1 through 3.4 should be followed.

4.1 Evaluate Existing Training Materials

Materials should be evaluated for: J~ C~ n. 7
g-JI t CoN .st>,7·~::~e:~~~~~~~:~te~~,-~,",oR. ,,,?"/. ~"ff\ 1J.s.& ,,>-l~ paS

c. are they instructional/cost effective (JO I I t\A pA:<--T
d. can they be administered through Corporate Training and Education P6R.fo~Al'Yt

'1,
If existing training meets all recommendations for course, determine next step in
development.

5.0 Recommend Other Training

If deficiencies outside scope of Problem Verification and Task Analysis are
isolated, recommended a Task Analysis for deficiencies.

5.1 Update Project Scope and Schedule

Revise scope and schedule from Problem Verification.

5.2 Product Task Analysis Report

Report submitted to FM and signed off. Report submitted to AC for approval.
(format to be developed)

5.3 Go to Design Phase



IV. DESIGN PROCESS

1.0 Phase I

1.1 Meet with SME to discuss goals, task analysis and begin to discuss possible course
content and end-of-course objectives.

This will be the first full work session with the SME. As a result of the task
analysis, the TPS will be able to speak the SME's language. The TPS's role here
will be to ask questions, clarify observations in the task analysis, and generally
"talk shop. II TPS will also review the Design Process with the SME. By the end
of the session, the TPS and SME will have begun to formulate end-of-course
objectives.

1.2 Write Terminal Performance

This will be the TPS's first draft of objectives. It is important to realice that--- .•these may be modified in later stages of the design phase. The following is a
description of a terminal performance obJectIve. .--11

JWD1~'-
1.2a Determine the scope of discrepancies between job model/keYLlperformer and

results of skill/knowled~t audience as revealed in Task Analysis.

1.2b Review Project Plan Goals and Training Constraints in relation to
discrepancies to eliminate discrepancies not targeted for current training.

1.2c Describe training outcomes needed to remove/reduce discrepancies.
Descriptions (Performance Objectives) should be written in behavorial
terms, i.e.: Pfo:~ '{Z) "f.. _ 10 ~ ~1"i).

I. Identification of
the personls) from
whom the behavior
is expected.

II. Observable mana-
festation of the
behavior
(usually an
action).

III. Conditions
under which
the behavior
will be

IV. Measurable
criteria
for the
behavior.

Additional Detail:

I. Identification of the personls) from whom the behavior is expectedf., "

1. Individual or group. ~~
2. Selected members or total group. ~ ~~
3. Percentage of total group expected to exhibit behavior. -AlY

II. Observable manafestation of the behavior.

1. Should be limited to the cognitive and/or psychomotor domains.-,
(Training may be aimed at producing effective outcomes, but such L.
outcomes will not be measured.) 0

2. Should be objective rather than subjective:



Objective Subjective

compute 4% differential to the satisfaction of
in sample sales margin the instructor

chart the six key steps exhibit sufficient
understanding in the
openion of the class

3. Objective action words:

choose rank identify
copy quote label
define count match
diagram classify select
locate designate ·order
name repeat

III. Conditions under which the behavior will be manifested. ~ brt ~
1. Prerequisite learning, ability, activities. '/~~P~'"
2. Tools, materials, information supplied. 'f'- ,#
3. Location of learner and dependent resources &l ~'
4. Restrictions on any of the above.
5. Allotted time.
6. Other special requirements.
7. Applicable ambient conditions.

IV. Measurable criteria for behavior.

1. Review constraints on training environment.
2. Review capabilities of target audience within the training context.
3. Develop criteria in criterion-testing framework.

"A criterion-referenced test is one that is deliberately constructed to give
scores that tell what kinds of behavior individuals with those scores can
demonstrate."

a. Determine the need for diagnostic or placement testing.
b. Determine the need/desire for curriculum-embedded testing in the

training model.j (CETs measure mastery of a segment of the instruction to determine if
the student should continue to study toward the objectives of that
segment or proceed to the next segment.)

c. Determine the desired mastery level. ~~
d. Analyze the hirearchical structure of the content or desired learning.
e. Determine divisibility of hirearchy related to:

-manageable portions of content
- cohesiveness of portions of content
- logical relatedness of content
- pedagogical restraints like sustaining interest and balancing input and
evaluation time.



f. Select optimum testing points within the hirearchy.

- can one test provide observable measures of more than one
objective?

- will demonstrate mastery relative to objectives higher in the
hierarchy indicate mastery of local objectives?

g. Select appropriate type of test.

- demonstration of motor skills
- essay
- true-false
- short answer
- matching
- multiple choice
- structured activity

h. Select source items.

- based on hirearchy
- including all behaviors necessary
- relative in number to the stated mastery level to assure an

accurate weighting.

i, Review for validity.

Does each test item provide evidence of the extent to which the
person is able to demonstrate the dr~re~ehavior asdescribe,q in
the objective. ~~ ~~ to ~ -M.d((JO'&6l...

1.3 Write criterion test items.

As with the terminal performance objectives, these items may have to be
modified. By writing them now, the PPS will be able to determine whether, in
fact, the objectives written are measurable.

a. Decide what type of information you will need to measure terminal
objectives: knowledge, skills, attitudes, job performance.

b. Select appropriate instrument to gather that information:
interviews, questionnaires, role play observations, simulations.

c. Decide on form of response to accurately measure competence:
dichotomous (yes-no), multiple choice, essay or oral description,
demonstra tion.

d. Decide on situation/setting for test administration: in-class; post-
class; on-the-job.

e. Prescribe level of competency (criterion) to be attained for
validation of design.

a. Depends on validation of model. If using validated model, look
for 90/90. 90% of the people taking the course mastered 90% of
the material, depending on the course variations on this 90/90 rule
must be considered.



1.4 Write a list of all topics which could be included in the course.

The TPS should take all input from task analysis and the SME and generate a list
of all topics which could be included. This is primarily a brainstorming exercise.
No topics shuld be eliminated yet. 0tflo ~ .J .~. _•.~ .J!J

~\ ;.~ ~6"'(oo,. -e«:~()A!

1.5 Cluster topics as they relate to the terminal performance objectives.

The process of developing criterion-referenced testing to guarantee measurable
criteria in the terminal (performance) objective will have, at the ve~least,
provided the major framework for content clustering. Further clustering will
become a subset of that activity and should be based on a similar process:

1. Analyze (perhaps chart) the hirearchical structure of the training.

2. Determine the divisibility of the content relative to:

manageable portions (instructor and trainee)
cohesiveness of portions
logical relatedness
pedagogical restraints
other constraints (as per 4.a.)
possibility of combining like activities. i.e, skills, concepts,
processes.
components which, regardless of relationships, must proceed or
follow others in the hjirearchy.

3. Review clusters in relation to criterion tests.

As a result of this process, the TPS may find gaps in information, or topic
areas which do not seem to fit anywhere. These areas should be noted for
dicsussion with the SME.

1.6 Develop each cluster with a little more detail looking for sequenciung which
suggests itself.

In this step, the TPS, begins to look for a logical order and flow of topic
areas. This process will point out areas where there is not enough content,
or too much. It will also force the TPS to consider transitions between
topics, and begin to develop a rationale for how the course would best be
presented after considering the various alternatives.

1.7 Write a content outline.

This outline will reflect the previous steps. It is the first output of the
design phase. It provides a basis for building the course. The TPS should view
this as an important step in the process, not a final product. The following
outline is an example (minus the terminal performance objectives.)



1.8 Meet with SME to discuss content outline and terminal performance objectives.

The SME should be given a typed copy of the outline and objectives. Wali-
through the outline and objectives. Discuss SME suggested changes. It is the
TPS's responsibility to explain the rationale of the outline, help the SME
understand the design process, and further develop and refine the courser
content.



DESIGN PROCESS

2.0 Phase II

2.1 Reorganize and expand clusters/content outline based on SME input.

2.2 Modify terminal performance objectives, if necessary.

2.3 Modify criterion test items, if necessary.

2.4 Re-sequence, if necessary.

2.5 Determine preliminary instructional strategies/learning activities.

a. The TPS has several strategies to choose from. The flow if the course will
be a factor, and a mix of these instructional strategies is important:

. \~'; (. .- lecturette
- small group discussion
- large group question and answer
- role plays
- interactive video
- games
- simulation
- readings
- interactive terminals

(Each strategy needs to be defined and parameters for use set.)

b. Analyze program needs according to (Exhibit G)

1. Teaching/ learning pattern
2. Category of learning experiences
3. Media features if sensory experience is indicated

2.6 Determine preliminary media \~

Choices must augment instructional strategies/and recognize cost constraints;
however, if any media considered would exceed cost parameters, it should not be
discarded at this time.

1. Analyze media grouping for alternatives using criteria: (Exhibit H)

a. Availability commercially? Costs if brought off shelf?
b. Preparation costs if produced internally
c. Reproduction costs
d. Time for preparation
e. Skills/services required

1. Impact on MTEC staff time
2. Internal expertise available.

f. Viewing-handling considerations during dissemination

1. Target audience locations
2. Delivery system available (at Motorola facility, hotels, off-shore

considera tions?)



g. Maintenance storage
h. Preferences and prejudices of target population
i. Preferences and prejudices of potential instructors

2. Rate each possible medium considered and make decision

2.7 Determine time estimates

Time estimates must be determined for:

- each segment of the course
- video (if used)
- hours of design/writing

Generally, each hour of instructional time will take approximately forty (40)
person hours of design-writing. Obviously, program content and availability
of information/data will impact timetable (i,e. 15/1 lecture; 40/1
independent study; 120/1 computer, etc.)

2.8 Write draft of course outline

This outline will be further define than the previous outline. It will include the
time estimates for each segment and instructional strategy/media. The
following course outline in Exhibit H is an example:

2.9 Meet with functional manager to review course outline in terms of constraints
noted in Problem Verification Phase.

2.10 Meet with SME to review course outline.

The SME should receive a typed copy of the outline, terminal objectives, and
criterion test items. By the end of this meeting, all major issues will hopefully
be resolved. The TPS must feel prepared to write the Design Repot.



DESIGN PROCESS

3.0 PHASE III

3.1 Write Expanded Course Objectives

The format for completing this step is in "Exhibit J." It will become an Appendix
in the Design Report.

3.2 Write Expanded Course Outline

This outline will follow the format of the Expanded Course Outline which is
"Exhibit K." It will become an Appendix in the Design Report.

3.3 Finalize the criterim test items.

These items will also be included in an Appendix.

3.4 Determine critical events and dates

A. These are the critical steps in course development:4--------------_
- write instructor guide ~
- write student materials
- write scripts
- plan graphics
- produce media
- develop teaching materials/aids
- develop material for development test
- select vendor
- schedule field test
- train-the-field test trainer
- obtain approvals
- revision

B. Determine time in person hours for each critical step.

C. Determine development team staffing needs by analyzing time and budget.

Do we have staff to handle internally or must we hire outside vendors for
all/parts?

Asslgn responslbilitles and check-points:
~~ ~~I"7~

I) Write leaders guide. Sign-off by functionaly manager, SME, Project
Supervisor.

2) Write participants manual. Sign-off by f.m., SME, Project Supervisor.

3) Write scripts

a. Confer with SME, Media specialists, first, to agree on budget/time
constraints.

b. Sign-off on drafts by Project Supervisor. Final sign-off by SME and
FM for content.



4. Plan graphics, confer with graphic designer about needs as soon as
we have rough drafts. Sign-off by Project Supervisor unless
technical illustrations, flow-charts, etc; if so, sign-off by SME.

5. Produce media

a. Internally produced, or outside producer?
b. Location or studio shoot?
c. Confer with producer, director and post/editing director as

soon as scripts approved.
d. Who casts talent?
e. Schedule rehearsal time

6. Vendor selection

a. Criteria to look for: track record, price, quality of previous
products, integrity, expertise of current trends, flexibility

b. Ask to view samples
c. Discuss development timetable
d. Ensure vendor IS ability to meet deadline and give firm bid with

reasonable constraints
e. Sign-off on selection by Project Supervisor and functional

manager. (See attached forms)

D. Complete critical path matrix (Exhibit L)

3.5 Write budget

(See Appendix M) in Problem Vertification (John Cone')

3.6 Write Design Report

(See proposed format in the Design Report for the course, "The Employee
Relations Environment.")

4.0 PHASE IV

4.1 Submit Design Report to AC and SMe.

4.2 Meet with AC and SMe to review the Design Report.

4.3 Functional Manager will obtain sign-off.

(or)

4.3 TPS will write Design Review Agreement (to be developed) and Functional
Manager will obtain sign-offs.

4.4 Go to development phase.



1.0 Production of draft materials

V. DEVELOPMENT PHASE OF THE DESIGN MANUAL

1.1 Comparison of draft materials with design specifications for consistency with:

Learning objectives

Enabling objectives

Skill-knowledge objectives

1.2 Preliminary Analysis of Draft Materials for Consistency with:

Philosphy

Assumptions

Criteria

1.3 Preliminary Analysis of Instructional Concept to Insure:

Instructional concept is appropriate

Mater ials are adequate

Flow leads to goals

1.4 Preliminar anal sis of Evaluation and Feedback Tech . ~ /1
- Interim /1 J

End of Course X

Instructor skills/knowledge/techniques

Materials

Usefulness on the jobX~------
1.5 Preliminary Analysis of Meeting Course Objectives:

Terminal course objectives

Consistency with meeting job performance model needs



2~ Developmental Tests

2-; 1 Check Potential- PrOD 1em;Areas
- Learning sequence
- Flow

2. C Preliminary Analysis of Qua 1ity -Assurance
- Prework
- Course materials
- A/V

- Instructor materials

2.3 Prel iminary- Analysi S of
- Delivery technique
- Implementation

2.4 Assess and Test-Potential -PreblemAreas
- Evaluation t~chniques
- Feedback techniques

2.5 SurrrnarizeDeviati ons from Des igri-Spec; ficati ens
- Learning objectives
- Enabling objectives
- Skill-knowledge objectives

----------------------------------------------------------------------. --~ ~~



3.0 Rewrite Following Developmental Tests

3.1 Rewrite of Material Affecting:
- Learning sequence
- Flow

3.2 Rewri te of Material Affecting Qual ity Assurance:
Prework

- Course materials
- A/V
- Instructor materials

3.3 Rewrite of Material Affecting:
- Delivery technique
- Implementation

3.4 Rewrite of Material Affecting:~
- Evaluation techniques
- Feedback techniques

3.5 ReCheck to Insure Developmetital"Deviations"Have Been Corrected
Learning objectives

- Enabling objectives
Skill-knowledge objectives



-4.1

4.2

4.4

4.5

4.6

Prepare· Pi 1at; Ready· Products

Match Draft;MaterialSt ·A/V~and Revisions

Recheck to Insure Design Specifications are Met
- Learning objectives
.. Enabling objectives
- Skill-knowledge objectives

Recheck to Insure Consistency with:
- Philosophy
- Assumptions
- Criteria

Perform; SeCiuence .Check

.Integrate .all; Course· Materi a1s· for· Pi 1ot



5.0 Pilot Test'and,Review'by'Staff'and'Management

5.1 Select Representative Class

5.2 Ordet Course'Matetials 'in'ProOf'Form

5;3 ' Select Approptiate:Lotation

5.4 Deli ver Coutse in 'As:Neat Fina 1 'Form'as Poss ib1e

5.'5 'Petform' Intetmedi ate' Course' Eva 1uati ons' and: Feedback

5:-6 Do Final :COutseEval uation for Meeting
- Learning objecti ves
- Enabling objectives
- Skill-knowledge objectives

Instructor delivery technique

5.7 'SummariteChaliges'Reguired

/



6.1 Analyze Pilot:Changes: fOt Effect On Des; gri speci ficat;ons

6.2 . Perform Desi Sri: Changes

6.4 If·Necessaty"petfotIilAdditioJial"DevelopmeritalTest

6.5Finalizeand:Sig~:Off

6.6 ·Ptoduction

7.0 RollOut

7.1 Proof Final :Matetials

7.2 Tra;n~the~Ttainers

7.3 Rollout
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